Bernard Mair convened the UCC at 1:30 in 307 Weil Hall.

Members Present: Bernard Mair, Sharon Bradley, Timothy Brophy, Peggy Carr, Tom Dana, R. Paul Duncan, Stephanie Hanson, Christopher Janelle, Angela Lindner, Gillian Lord, David Pharies, Alison Reynolds, Mark Rush, Edward Schaefer, Joseph Spillane, Catherine Striley, Ricky Telg, Hans van Oostrom and Michael Weigold.

Liaisons: David Julian and Toby Shorey

Guests: Diana Hull, John Laibson and Lee Morrison

1. Approval of minutes of March 18, 2014 meeting
   • Approved as written.

2. Update from Faculty Senate
   • The days granted off for Thanksgiving will be reviewed to determine if the cancellation of classes on Wednesday will be retained.


4. Proposed changes to Visual Art Studies effective Summer B 2015. Dr. Mair indicated that whether to include as a specialization or a major needed to be further reviewed by the provost’s office.

5. Proposed changes to Biology major honors designation effective Summer B 2015. Dr. Pharies presented the request to update the requirements for magna cum laude and summa cum laude honors designations. Approved.


7. Proposed changes to wording of the Summer Requirement effective Summer B 2015. Dr. Mair indicated that this request had been withdrawn.

8. Items from the Academic Assessment Committee (information only)
   • None

9. Items from the Graduate School (information only)
   • Proposed DMD-MPH joint degree
   • Proposed new major MS in Computer Science
• Proposed changes to MS in Computer Engineering curriculum
• Proposed changes to MS in Computer Science curriculum
• Proposed Ph.D. in Computer Science

10. Notice of proposed new undergraduate courses
   **Liberal Arts and Sciences**
   • CPO4XXX – Comparative Elections – recycled
   • REL3XXX – Religion, Medicine and Healing – approved
   **Fine Arts**
   • ART2XXXC – Space Studio – approved
   • ART2XXXC – Ceramics: Skills and Concepts – Sculpture – approved
   **Innovation Academy**
   • IDS4XXX – Innovation Academy Internship – recycled
   **Business**
   • ENT3XXX – Social Entrepreneurship – recycled

11. Notice of proposed changes to undergraduate courses
   **Innovation Academy**
   • HUM1947 – Creativity in Context – approved
   • HUM1531 – Creativity in Context – approved
   **Liberal Arts and Sciences**
   • ISC2400L – Cross-Disciplinary Laboratory 1 – approved
   • ISC2401L – Cross-Disciplinary Laboratory 2 – approved
   • CHM2045 – General Chemistry 1 – approved
   **Fine Arts**
   • ART1803C – Workshop for Art Research and Practice: Studio – approved
   • ART1802C – Workshop for Art Research and Practice: Lecture – approved

12. Notice of proposed new professional courses
   **Medicine**
   • MDT7XXX – Elective Topics/Urology – tabled
   • MDT7XXX – Elective Topics/Dermatology – tabled

13. Notice of proposed changes to professional courses
   **Medicine**
   • BCC7100 – Life Support Skills – tabled

14. Notice of proposed new joint courses
   • None

15. Notice of proposed changes to joint courses
• None

16. Notice of proposed new 5000 level courses
   • None

17. Notice of proposed changes to 5000 level courses
   • None

18. Notice of proposed new graduate courses (information only)
   • BME6XXX – Stem Cell Engineering
   • DCP6XXX – Sustainable Planning and Design Studio
   • DCP6XXX – Sustainable Design Issues: Ecology, Architecture and Planning

19. Notice of proposed changes to graduate courses (information only)
   • None

Meeting adjourned at 2:05p.m.